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Summary

We performed drone-based semi-airborne electromagnetic (EM) measurements in an active mining area in the
Eastern part of the Iberian pyrite belt, Spain. The area is poorly accessible and features rough terrain with
height undulations up to 400 m. Using drones as carrier for magnetic �eld receivers o�ered areal accessibility
as a cost-e�ective alternative to helicopter-towed EM systems with simpli�ed logistics. We analyzed data in
two overlapping frequency ranges, 1-128 Hz and 30-1024 Hz, recorded with a scalar and a vector magnetic �eld
receiver, respectively. We added capabilities to invert both data sets jointly with the open-source 3D inversion
tools custEM/pyGIMLi and discuss the results using this procedure compared to single-dataset inversion.
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Introduction

Within the last decades, electromagnetic geophysi-
cal methods were continuously developed and have
shown to be indispensable for the exploration of min-
eral deposits, hydrocarbon reservoirs, groundwater or
geothermal resources, and others. Amongst them,
semi-airborne electromagnetic (EM) surveys have re-
cently received renewed interest. They combine the
advantages of fast data collection using airborne re-
ceivers (Rx) and strong signals emitted by ground-
based transmitters (Tx). For instance, Mogi et al.
(2009) show that penetration depths of several hun-
dreds down to 1000 meters can be reached with such
setups while covering multiple square-kilometers of
area.

Becken et al. (2020) presents the DESMEX sys-
tem analyzing the recorded EM data in the fre-
quency domain. Meanwhile, the rapid development
of UAVs (Figure 1) as carriers for geophysical equip-
ment allowed a transition from helicopter-towed Rx
to UAV-towed Rx with signi�cantly reduced costs
and simpler logistics. In the most recent years,
working groups around the globe developed di�er-
ent controlled-source EM systems (Q. Wu et al.,
2019; Vilhelmsen & Døssing, 2022; Bastani & Joa-
hansson, 2022; J. Wu et al., 2023). Becken et al.
(2022) present a new measurement system for mineral
exploration using a scalar optically pumped magne-
tometer (MagArrow). We performed a second survey
with an equivalent setup in cooperation with Sand-

�re MATSA in the active mining area of the East-
ern Iberian pyrite belt, Spain and used in addition a
second vector magnetic �eld receiver introduced by
Kotowski et al. (2022), the SHFT sensor. We refer
to the scalar and vector sensors as SM and VM.

The two di�erent receivers complement each other
well being sensitive below 256 Hz (SM) and above 32
Hz (VM). For the inversion of the data, we extended
the 3D open-source inversion tools based on custEM
and pyGIMLi to allow on the one hand, the handling
of CSEM data recorded with a SM and on the other
hand, the joint inversion of multiple EM data sets.
In this work, we present and discuss the inversion
results of the aforementioned semi-airborne data set.

Figure 1: UAV with SHFT sensor attached in sur-
vey area north of Huelva, Spain.
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Methodology

We process the data following the procedures de-
scribed by Becken et al. (2020, 2022). The inversion
procedure builds mainly upon the methodology pre-
sented by Grayver et al. (2013), whereat we use a
�nite-element discretization on unstructured tetrahe-
dral meshes and a total electric �eld formulation to
calculate the EM responses and corresponding sensi-
tivities with custEM (Rochlitz et al., 2023). In this
paper, we describe in detail the methodology for in-
verting arbitrary three-component CSEM data with a
Gauss-Newton minimization approach, implemented
in pyGIMLi (Rücker et al., 2017). We minimize the
objective function

Φ = ‖Wd(d− f(m))‖22 +λ‖Wmm‖22 → min . (1)

with the error-weighting matrix Wd, data vector d,
forward response f(m), regularization parameter λ,
and smoothness operator Wm. To solve the mini-
mization problem iteratively, we begin from a start-
ing model m0, and update the next model mk+1 =
mk + τk∆mk with the model update ∆mk that is
obtained from solving the inverse sub-problem

(JTWT
d WdJ + λWT

mWm)∆mk =

JTWT
mWm(d− f(mk))− λWmWT

mmk (2)

with the sensitivity matrix J. The step length τk

is determined by an inexact line-search procedure
that searches by linear interpolation (Günther et al.,
2006).

We can use the procedure primarily developed for
helicopter-based semi-airborne CSEM data directly
for inverting also the UAV-based induction-coil re-
ceiver data. The 3D inversion of SM data relies on
the technique described by Becken et al. (2022) for
2.5D inversion. The measured EM signal vector B
superposes on the main �eld but leaves its direction
nearly unchanged (Figure 2a). They calculate in each
iteration the �eld component and corresponding sen-
sitivity for a receiver-component oriented in the di-
rection of the Earth's magnetic �eld (taken from the
IGRF model), which requires the calculation of all
three magentic �eld components (Figure 2b). Since
the survey geometry and inversion domain discretized
in the tetrahedral mesh are rotational invariant, we
�rst rotate the complete modeling domain including
Rx and Tx locations by respecting the local IGRF
declination and inclination angles to align the new
z' axis with the geomagnetic main �eld vector (Fig-
ure 2c). Now, it is only necessary to calculate the z'
magnetic �eld component and sensitivity in each iter-
ation, which corresponds to the �eld recorded by the

SM. Thereby, we require only one instead of three ex-
pensive sensitivity calculations for each receiver com-
pared to the original procedure.

For all single and joint inversions, we decided to use
an identical mesh to calculate the responses for the
induction coil data in the earth-�xed coordinate sys-
tem and for the SM data in the rotated system as
described above. This procedure avoids additional
interpolation steps and related errors and enables the
comparison of data coverages. Methods for jointly
inverting multiple EM data sets were presented by
several authors (Mackie et al., 2007; Commer & New-
man, 2009; Abubakar et al., 2011). Due to the simi-
larity of the two data sets and comparable data qual-
ity, we simply stacked together the data vectors d
in the objective function in this work. Correspond-
ingly, the sensitivity matrices J of both data sets were
stacked. All data points are weighted with their cor-
responding errors.

Figure 2: a) Geomagnetic �eld B0 described by dec-
lination D and inclination I. The magnitude of
the vector sum |B0 + Bs|, with Bs denoting
the secondary magnetic �eld originating from
the active Tx, is approximated by its projec-
tion onto the main �eld, |B0| + |Bs · u|,
b) Calculating response in Cartesian coordi-
nates and project afterwards,
c) Calculate response for Bz′ component aligned
to geomagnetic �eld direction in a correspond-
ingly rotated mesh; �gure modi�ed afterBecken
et al. (2022).
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Results

Figure 3: Tx (lines) and Rx positions (dots) of the
six overlapping �ight area, the Rx colors match
the corresponding Tx.

In total, we covered a common measurement area of
approximately 1.6 km × 2.6 km. Within all six �ight
areas, we recorded scalar as well as vector data for
three di�erent Tx (Figure 3), using a 100% duty cycle
signal with base frequencies of 1Hz and 32Hz. Fig-
ure 4 provides an example of processed data. Here,
we illustrate the real and imaginary parts of the ver-
tical transfer function of the VM data at 256Hz. The
good consistency of the data holds in general. Nev-
ertheless, the horizontal components of the VM data
contain segments of poor data quality which are re-
lated to locations of sign reversals. Here, we added
relative errors of 5% to an absolute noise �oor of
2 pT/A for both Rx types and excludes data points
with more than 100% relative error afterwards. With
this procedure we eliminated data within the noise
level from the inversion. With < and = parts, in to-
tal 20 k data points were used for the joint inversion.

We performed multiple inversion runs for both, the
individual data sets and jointly, to optimize the mesh
and regularization parameters. In the �nal version,
we use a tetrahedral mesh with comparatively small
triangles (max. 400m2) at the surface to adequately
represent the rough topography and a volume con-
straint of 500,000m3 to allow smaller conductors to
evolve. This setup results in 236 k cells (model pa-
rameters). The regularization parameter λ was 1, de-
creasing by a factor of 0.8 in each iteration. The 3D
view of the �nal inversion results in Figure 5 shows
overall alternating conductive and resistive structure
which follow the regional geological strike direction.

Figure 4: Data example: Vertical component of VM
@256Hz for Tx1.

Figure 5: 3D view of joint inversion result, white
lines at surface: Tx, black dots: Rx, frame refers
to the location of the slice in Figure 6.
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The joint inversion converged from a χ2 value of 21
down to 1.2. The individual runs of SM and VM data
resulted in �nal χ2 of 1.08 and 1.22, respectively. Fig-
ure 6 presents the recovered resistivity model along
a slice perpendicular to the strike direction through
the center of the 3D model. In this visualization, we
used a coverage threshold (scaled by cell sizes and
model parameters) of 1e-5 to avoid displaying fea-
tures which are most likely e�ects of the regulariza-
tion rather than covered by data.

The results indicate four individual and compara-
tively small conductive structures at di�erent depths
from the surface down to maximum 1km. By analyz-
ing more slice towards East and West, it becomes ev-
ident that the recovered conductors match well with
the regional geological strike direction. The model re-
covered from the VM data only exhibits great similar-
ities with the joint inversion. Inverting only the SM
data at lower frequencies leads to a generally similar
result, but with smoother contrasts. In addition, we
observe that the two individual conductors at around
y=1000m in Figure 6 are merged to a single anomaly,
indicating a higher equivalence.

Figure 6: Cross section through inversion results,
top: three-component VM data only, center:
SM data only, bottom: joint inversion of both
data sets; only cells with a scaled coverage of
>1e-5 are displayed.

Discussion

The SM data yield a lower coverage compared to VM
data, even though lower frequencies are accessed. We
attribute the smaller coverage of the individual SM
data inversion and the dominance of the VM data
in the joint inversion to the di�erent amount of data
used (1 vs. 3 independent observations at each Rx
position and Tx). It would be possible to increase
the in�uence of the SM data arti�cially by using a
higher weighting factor, but we don't see any physi-
cal justi�cation for such a modi�cation. Instead, we
are con�dent that robust data error estimates for our
SM and VM data (and any other Rx sensors in gen-
eral) calculated during the processing are the best
option to weight our data sets and points properly.
The development of such error estimates is work in
progress. Even though not presented here, the �t
of the �nal SM response for the individual and joint
inversion is almost identical. This observation, the
lower coverage of the SM and generally smoother in-
version results indicates a higher model equivalence
compared to the VM. It is to discussion if doubling
the measurement time with two receiver systems is
worth the e�orts considering the limited contribution
of the SM to the �nal recovered resistivity distribu-
tion. However, we present only a single case here and
other targets could lead to di�erent observations.

Conclusion

We performed UAV-based semi-airborne electromag-
netic measurements in a mostly inaccessible active
mining area. The VM data recorded was more suited
to resolve the conductivity structure in detail down to
more than 500m depth using three-component data
with frequencies between 32 and 756Hz. The SM
data with a good signal quality between 1 and 64Hz
showed in general similar capabilities to recover the
subsurface resistivity structure, but with less reso-
lution. The joint inversion results were dominated
by the VM data. Against expectations due to the
lower frequencies involved, we did not observe deep
structures only recovered with the SM data in this
study area. However, only by adding these data it
was possible to recover the bottom of a deep conduc-
tor using joint inversion. Using both receiver types
and performing a joint inversion can e�ectively in-
crease the model robustness and support the inter-
pretation of conductive targets in mineral exploration
and beyond. The development of novel vector mag-
netic �eld sensors sensitive at low frequencies in com-
bination with an adequate motion noise compensa-
tion could signi�cantly contribute to enhance the pre-
sented measurement concept.
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